
fly mostly
leisure

brings books,
magazines for

flight

sometimes
shopping in

dutyfree

no currency
exchange at
the airport

buys drink on
board, not

food short flights
mostly -

airmiles not a
good deal

electronic
ticket in

phone wallet

prints tickets

book for other
person when
flying together

no airmiles to
collect

I used public
transport

flying mostly
solo

mostly visiting
friends,
family 

context  
flying habitsnot enough

space on
planes

security
checks

annoying 
good flight =

no delays

flight is not a
big deal

they try to
confuse you

with lot of
information

opinions

search on
phone if with

friends

no preferred
airline for

short
distances

Skyscanner -
then swap to
airline web

site

goes directly
to airline
website if
frequent

flight 

Skyscanner
first if new or
not frequent
destination

prints info
about flights 

advance
checkin
mostly

keeps info on
airline app

extras bought
separately 

(insurance,...) 

laptop if
searching

solo

writes notes
on paper

before search
& booking

I saved ticket
to phone

wallet

I printed my
paper ticket

I used mostly
laptop

I used mostly
smartphone

I got
insurance
separately

I always clear
cookies

I would
compare with

others with
this price

context - booking habits

uses ad-
blocker

fb-messenger 
 slack

g-drive for
sharing data 

internet habits

clear
destination
list & flight

details

clear and
simple list of
all available

trains

this is nice
journey

summary
I can live chat
with someone

next step
menu pops

up
automaticaly

good usability

why 3 fares
for economy

and 2 for
business?

2 different
booking forms
for the same

thing

why do I have
to check

"checked-in
bag"? 

image is nice
but too large.

where can
book?

length of stay
not visible in
the calendar

I'm flexible.
how can I see

the whole
month?

why did it
select the

whole month?

you put some
effort and
they they
show you

price

show me the
true price in

basket

you didn't
notice how

they worked
out the price

summary
doesn't show
what I chose

did I chose
return?

I want to do
the same

what baggage
is included?

would be
great to see
also day (in
summary)

how flexible I
can be?

it didn't give
me "direct

flight" choice

I have to click
"I don't want
extra bag",

that's
confusing

you pay
double for the
same thing?

where is
passenger 2?

OMG they
add 15£

booking fee?
That's why it's

so cheap

process not clear

dull search
form

calendar
doesn't show
length of stay

overwhelming
travel fares
explanation

don't bother
with cookies
& newsletter

pop ups

can't set date
without
setting

destination
first

annoyed if no
or inaccurate

info about
delayed flight

where is
progress bar
when I scroll

down?

why is home
airport

Barcelona?
I'm in London

you have to
click on

option even if
you typed it
completely

give me only
the right

destinations
to choose

from

it does't give
me London
Any. how

should I know
where they fly

from?

flexible on
dates- why

did it change
& clear the

form?

it didn't
remember

options when
I started over

they
supposed to
help me (by

giving
options)

this is really
not fun! I got
lost. I start

from
beginning 

I can't see the
return price

before
choosing out

flight

results
changed

again!
(beyond my

control)

it takes pretty
long time

(searching)

lot of fields

I've already
booked it.

why do I have
to book bag

again?

from
beginning

again? that's
annoying

pain points

behaviours

ask for
location
access

random
discount
message

tab redirected
to

booking.com?

the price
jumped up all

of sudden


